Under the guidance of professionals, you and your group will
learn the tools of crafting lyrics to suit the song and bring an
instrumental piece to life.

Collaborate Tutors: BW, CC, MD, LP

SAT 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Faulks)
SUN 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Faulks/Side Rm 3)

Working as part of a whole team, the professional tutormusician will give you the tools to craft an effective, exciting,
contemporary song with radio potential.

Sync Sesh Tutors: DF, AM
SAT 1pm - 3pm (Side Rm 4)

Short for synchronisation, this workshop covers writing music
for movies, TV, commercials, web series and touches on
making music videos.

Let experts guide you through getting your music out there and
taking your place as a professional musician, by connecting
effectively with your audience.
PART ONE = Strategies & Promotion
PART TWO = Performance & Touring

Your Career Path Tutors: MN, LPa, MT
SAT 10.10am - 12.10pm (WH Meeting Rm)

SUN 1pm - 3pm (WH Meeting Rm)

The Critique Tutors: NN, NH, PB, AT, KK, JC, AC

NH, PB, KB, AT

Share your song (recorded version) to a small panel of
professionals who will be brutally honest and give their opinion
of your song.

Ask those all-important questions about contracts, publishing,
videos, touring, funding, licensing, events to the people who
have the answers.

SUN 4.15 - 5.05pm (WH Meeting Rm)

Singing in Harmony Tutors: LT, LB, MM, DK
SAT Saturday 10am - 12pm (Amigos)
SUN 10am - 12pm (Amigos)

This is your chance, whether child or adult to join in with
experienced tutors and like-minded people who wish to up their
harmonising skills.

*LWC = Lake Wanaka Centre, *WH = Wanaka Hotel

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

SAT 1pm - 3pm (Foyer)

Beat Making Tutors: PF, DA, DF

SAT 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Side Rm 1)
SUN 10am - 12pm (Side Rm 1)

Work with professional producers to create that sick beat that
the world

is ready to hear!

Music Technology Tutors: BJ, BC
SAT 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Side Rm 2)

This workshop is for anyone brave enough to tackle the
sounds behind the instrument. It will open your mind and may
become your favourite new thing!

Live Sound Tutors: SR, DW

TUTORS

So maybe it’s not the sexiest of topics, but what’s going on
now – in NZ and globally? RMNZ kindly provide delicious
canapés and drinks at this interactive, informative session.

Amigos Cafe Catch Up
Sat & Sun 5pm

Meet up with the tutors, speakers and representatives

Lisa Tomlins (LT)

New Zealand’s own diva, who has worked with the likes of Rhombus,
Shapeshifter and Fly My Pretties, Lisa lends her talents

Stephen King (SK)

Stephen is a partner at Media Arts Lawyers. He combines his legal
knowledge with his vast experience representing artists globally.

Cory Champion (CC)

Singer, songwriter, guitarist, DJ and producer, Barnaby is founding
member of The Black Seeds, musical director of Fly My Pretties and
a true pioneer within the NZ music industry.

A relative new-comer to the music industry, Bailey has received
huge praise from fans and industry peers following the release
of her debut album along with an impressive number of live
performances and collaborations.

King Kapisi (KK)

Louis Baker (LB)

Our Additional Amazing Tutors
and
Kristin Bowman
Speakers:
Peter Baker

Barnaby Weir (BW)

Moana Maniapoto (MM)

King Kapisi AKA Bill Urale is one of New Zealand’s pioneering hip
hop artists. A former Silver Scroll winner Bill is keen to share his
extensive experience of NZ and abroad.

Award winning songsmith Louis Baker, offers insight into crafting
soulful lyrics and mesmerizing melodies.

Bridget Johnson (BJ)

Bridget Johnson is a sound artist and composer whose work crosses
many platforms and mediums. She brings her extensive set of skills
to our Audio Technology workshops.

Straight from Sydney, Matty has ticked off such roles as Tour
Manager for The Veronicas, Social Media Manager, and Music
Programmer. He is now is Music Editor at Pandora where he
looks after curation and playlisting.

Warren Maxwell (WM)

Paddy Free (PF)

Award winning musician, composer, and multi-instrumentalist of
Little Bushman and TrinityRoots’, Warren also has the gift of guiding
students through the songcrafting world leaving them inspired and
productive.

Matty Newton (MN)

One of NZ’s best-known electronic musicians, is widely
recognised as one-half of electronic duo Pitch Black as well as
earning awards and credit as a producer of several albums by
Salmonella Dub.

to our

vocalists at the summit.

Bailey Wiley (BWi)

Yami is stoked, proud and humbled to be able to provide
such exceptional and proven industry heavyweights as tutors.
Many are company directors as well as musicians, innovators,
producers and all-round damned good carrots...

Starting her career as lead singer of Fur Patrol, Julia has
gone on to cement her place as one of NZ’s top female
songwriting talents...ever.

SAT 5.10pm – 6pm (WH Meeting Rm)

*LWC = Lake Wanaka Centre, *WH = Wanaka Hotel

With three successful albums, collaborations with Fly My Pretties
and numerous tours under her belt, singer-songwriter Anna is
eager to share the highs and lows of her musical journey.

Julia Deans (JD)

Copyright Law Speakers: KB, DC

Musicians and industry experts are upfront about how they
charge, what they charge and when it’s fine to play for free.
What can you claim back on your tax return? How do you

Anna Coddington (AC)

Queen of screen and song, multi-award winning singer &
songwriter Anika Moa is brave, authentic, and generous in the
sharing of her breadth of knowledge of the NZ music industry.
He wahine toa. Yup.

SUN 3.15 - 4.05pm (WH Meeting Rm)

over a drink or snack!

Founding Member of Shapeshifter, Devin is also the highly
acclaimed act Pacific Heights which recently won a Tui Award (Best Electronic
Album).

Anika Moa (AM)

Gigs, Streaming & Distribution

Speakers: MH, AT, PB, MN, DC

SAT 3.15 - 4.05pm (WH Meeting Rm)

Devin Abrams (DA)

Recently inducted into NZ’s Hall of Fame, Moana Maniapoto
is a true taonga of Aotearoa. Consistently pushing the
boundaries of Maori music in both her recordings and live
performances, Moana has oodles to share with our creatives.

Put the Questions to the Artists and hear their take on the
biggest traps, the best advice they ever got, how they get
their songs published, and more.

Ask those all-important questions about contracts,
publishing, videos, touring, funding, licensing, events to the
people who have the answers.

The Musical Future Speakers: AK, PB, DR, BJ, MN, DA, LPa

Speakers: LC, MT, TS, AC, DC

SUN 3.15 - 4.05pm (Armstrong Rm)

SUN 4.15 - 5.05pm (WH Meeting Rm), AT

Possibly the most important things to learn about how to keep
afloat in the music industry, both here in NZ and abroad. These
panelists cover licensing, publishing, royalties & contracts;
they really know their stuff and want to pass it on!

I Need A $ - Keeping it Together

Speakers: TS, LB, KK, BWi, AC, JD

Speed Networking

SAT 4.15 - 5.05pm (WH Meeting Rm)

What do the industry experts NZ foresee as the realistic future
for NZ artists and their music in the digital age? How can
Music Technology affect you as a creative? And what are three
things you MUST know as we head towards the 2020s...?

Artists ‘Avin a Banter

Speakers: MT, DC, MN, SK, CA, TS, LPa, NH, PB, KB

Your Rights Speakers: CA, DC, SK, DP, DR, NH

SAT 3.15 - 4.05pm (WH Armstrong Rm)

survive as an emerging artist?

Want to get the fans screaming and your songs streaming?
Hear from musicians, curators, distributors and festival
directors on how to get your music out there.

Whether you want to make your own music sound better or
just be behind the mixing desk, here’s your opportunity to
come to
grips with live sound.

Sync Sesh Tutors: DF, MN

Speed Networking Speakers: MT, DC, MN, SK, CA, TS, LPa,

This session takes the mystery out of putting real life music
onto the computer without making you feel like a right doofus.

SAT 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Auditorium)
SUN 1pm - 3pm (Auditorium)

Hear from experts who have guided professional musicians
to a solid place within the industry, and can help you plot your
5-year musical trip.

Covering writing music for film, TV, commercials, gaming, web
series, and touches on making music videos. Meet up with
industry professionals and discover insights into this elusive,
but well paying sector.

SAT 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Side Rm 3)
SUN 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Side Rm 3)

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

SAT 10am - 12pm (Side Rm 4)
SUN 10am - 12pm (Side Rm 4)

SAT 10 am - 12pm (WH Meeting Rm)
SAT 1pm - 3pm (WH Meeting Rm)

Record your Music Tutors: LP, TS

OTHER

Way with Words Tutors: TS, BWi, KK

Tutors: TS, MN, MT, PB, DCl

AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

Working alongside professional musicians, your original song
will be developed into a performable piece.

Step up - You’re a Pro! (Pt 1/Pt 2)

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

SAT 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Armstrong/Masonic)
SUN 10am - 12pm | 1pm - 3pm (Armstrong/Masonic)

MEDIA, MARKETING + MANAGEMENT

CREATION + PERFORMANCE

Songwriting Tutors: WM, NN, AC, JD, AM, KK

Drummer for Electric Wire Hustle and Pacific Heights, this young
musician has carved a niche for himself through both solo and
collaborative projects and production.
(KB)

(PB)

Dan Clist (DCl)
Mikee Tucker (MT)
Mat Doyle (MD)
Andre Ktori (AK)
Tali Sheppard (TS)
Lee Prebble (LP)
Dave Wernem (DW)
Steve Roberts (SR)
Nicky Harrop (NH)
Dylan Pellett (DP)
Cath Andersen (CA)
Frank Elesia (FE)
Ned Ngatae (NN)
Lisa Paris (LPa)

John Cadzow (JC)
Alex Turnbull (AT)
Ben Cunningham-Pow (BC)

Kristin Bowman (KB)
Kenji Iwamitsu (KI)
JY Lee (JL)
Danny Fairley (DF)
Martine Harding (MH)
Lynne Christie (LC)
David Ridler (DR)
Kristin Bowman (KB)
Dean Cameron (DC)
Swap Gomez (SG)

